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1 Introduction
1.1 Introduction to The Construction Industry Challenge
With the economic stability of many industries off‐kilter, the need for innovations to create viable
return‐to‐work solutions is clear.
The likes of Microsoft Teams and Zoom are great intermediate solutions for working from home;
however, there is a further challenge in how to ensure safety upon returning to the workplace.
Maintaining a safe distance between people is a very effective way to reduce the potential for
transmission of the corona virus [1] [2] [3].
To maintain this distance constantly may become arduous for employees and monitoring the
distancing dynamic will prove challenging for teams and managers. Personal Protective Equipment
(PPE) has been the main focus for essential jobs such as healthcare.
With the rising need for return to normalcy across the entire range of sectors, new challenges are
arising for how to maintain a safe distance in cases where PPE becomes a less attractive option.
Roddy Cormack at Wright, Johnston & Mackenzie LLP (“WJM LLP”) solicitors advises clients in the
construction and engineering sector. He was keen to investigate whether there was a product
available that could assist his clients in ensuring compliance with the social distancing requirements
on construction sites. He contacted 4c Engineering to ask if they were aware of an available solution
and, if there was no such solution whether one could be realised.
For the construction sector with its already stringent health and safety practices, it is particularly hard
to maintain and monitor distances, due to the varied and changing nature of tasks, and the
requirements of more than one person to lift and manoeuvre objects or work in close proximity to
each other. The ever‐changing nature of a work site poses a multitude of potential proximity breach
situations where workers’ safety may become compromised.
After a brief review of what options existed, Roddy Cormack applied for the Small Innovation Grant
(SIG) provided by Highlands and Islands Enterprise (HIE) with the technology development being
supplied as consultancy by 4c Engineering.

1.2 Project Outline
This report collates the work carried out by 4c Engineering on behalf of WJM LLP from its inception
through the Small Innovation Grant throughout the various deliverable phases. The SIG was obtained
on the grounds of generating an effective solution for warning, controlling and monitoring of social
distancing.
Three areas of activity were proposed: landscaping; concept development; and technology
development planning in order to investigate a solution that would encourage positive behaviours
and allow for non‐punitive monitoring and mitigation of proximity breaches between individuals in
the workplace.
The project progressed through the landscaping phases with the assessment of existing solutions and
technologies, into the concept development phase where an in‐depth assessment of suitable sensor
technologies, the pros and cons of each and how they would function as a proximity sensor on a
construction site.
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The technology development stage was opened by a shortlist of the top sensor technologies, how
these options differ from the current solutions on the market and then seeking advice from sensor
experts at the University of Strathclyde. At this stage, a review of the i‐Con Programme was conducted
to explore opportunities for collaboration, and correspondence with the Construction Scotland
Innovation Centre (CSIC) was initiated.

2 Landscaping
The landscaping section encapsulates the opening of the project with the project kick‐off, technology
specification along with a construction industry consultation and a review of existing solutions and
sensor technologies across an array of sectors. The aim of this landscaping was to further understand
the needs of the construction industry, gather broad information about as many solutions that were
already out on the market or soon to be released, and take heed from this as to how to generate a
unique product that was suitable for the construction industry.

2.1 Project Kick‐Off
The project began with an introductory meeting between Roddy Cormack at WJM LLP and 4c
Engineering to outline the structure and intentions of the project for all parties and allow for
discussion around the technology, the working environment and plan for the industry consultation
organised by Roddy. The Kick‐Off presentation [4] contains various points for each deliverable to be
considered during the corresponding phase of the project as well as a provisional project schedule.

2.2 Construction Industry Consultation and Technology Requirements
The construction industry consultation was conducted with the aim of further market research and
gaining greater insight into the need for such a device as well as potential challenges and requirements
for the proximity sensor.
The group consisted of a selection of industry representatives from various sizes of organisations in
order to provide a wide scope of views on how a proximity sensor could be used on site and where
potential pinch points might lie. Ten questions were created and put to all of the industry
representatives.
Notes of the discussion guided by these questions can be found in ref [5] [6].The information gleaned
from the round table was interpreted into technology requirements, further developed in ref [7], and
briefly summarised below:
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

Device is to be used non‐punitively.
Must collect information about who is on site, if there is a 2m proximity breach, who caused the
encroachment and where on site it occurred i.e. contact tracing.
Device must be small, roughly phone or computer mouse sized.
Helmet and wrist attachments were popular wearable options.
Rough pricing expected to be around £100 or on a rental basis.
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2.3 Existing Solutions and Sensor Technology
An existing solutions presentation [8] was created as a live document to record information about
current solutions out on the market. The information included:
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

Product type e.g. government app or an industry wristband wearable.
Wireless sensing technology in use.
Detection range of the technology.
Types of data extracted from the device.
Where the data is stored.
Cost of product.
Product drawbacks and further notes.
Whether the product can ‘Contact Trace’ or alert to social distancing breach.

In general, other than the contact tracing apps, the existing solutions were adapted from previous
solution such as Blackline Safety’s G7 Safety Wearable [9] which is a tracking device worn by all
employees on a work site with gas detection capabilities and SOS incident buttons. These devices
claim to provide safety from Covid‐19 transmission incidents; however, there wasn't complete
coverage in either the contact tracing area or the proximity sensing and alerting area.
There are devices due to be released that are purpose‐built for distancing management and contact
tracing such as Bump™ by Tharsus [10]. This system encompasses a wearable lanyard with software
and hardware infrastructure that can be set up around the workplace. The Bump™ uses radio
frequency technology, likely Ultra‐Wideband (UWB), to detect the proximity of two individuals. The
device uses sound and visual responses to alert the wearers of any encroachments.
Parallel to the research of existing solutions, a study into the various sensor technologies and how
they could be applied as proximity sensors was carried out. A Sensor Technologies Matrix [11] was
created. In Sheet 2. ‘Sensor Descriptions’, the aim is to outline the features of the sensors with
relevance to their potential use as a proximity sensing device for a construction environment.
Features such as battery life, detection range and through‐wall transmission have been included as
well as potential issues relating to usage on a construction site. This matrix helped to form an
understanding of the capabilities and constraints that would be vital to the selection criteria of the
shortlisting exercise in the concept development stage of the project.

3 Concept Development
To assist in carrying out the sensor profiling for generating a short list of sensors, a mind map was
drawn out. The Requirements Mind Map [12] was conceived with 5 headings in mind;
who?;what?;where?;how?;why?. Beneath these headings, the subtopics and further branches
examine both the positive and negative implications of design specifications. For example, “what data
do I need to record?” and subsequently “who can see the data?”, “who cannot see the data?”. This
selection of questions aided the assessment of each of the sensors technologies in order to narrow
them down to a shortlist.
Further to this a scoring system was applied to the criteria in Sheet 2. ‘Sensor Descriptions’ of the
Sensor Technology Matrix. A score of 1 being very good and 3 being not suitable, these total scores
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are marked in brackets in column B ‘Sensor’ and are also illustrated using a basic traffic light colour
scheme, green being very good, red being not suitable.
The shortlist comprises of:
‐
‐
‐
‐

Ultra‐Wideband (UWB)
Active Infrared
Passive Infrared
Ultrasonic

Once the shortlist was selected, a more in‐depth insight into each of the sensors was presented in
Sheet 3. ‘Shortlisted Sensors’ of the Sensor Technology Matrix. The details of which fell under:
‐
‐
‐
‐

‘How We Would Use It as a Social Distancing Sensor’
‘Directionality’
‘Main Pitfalls’
‘Further Considerations’

At this stage the favourable sensor options were UWB and Ultrasonics.
UWB requires good software and hardware infrastructure in place on site and has been common in
some of the current solutions on the market or pending for release to the market. It is a popular choice
for its value for money and superior resistance to interference.
Ultrasonic also showed potential as its signals can be coded to individualise them, similar to UWB
signals, and it had not been used in any of the existing solutions. Therefore, an ultrasonic social
distancing solution could have been classed as novel, adding further value to the device. The idea of
the ‘belt and braces’ approach remained, with the option to combine a more active solution with a
passive sensor such as passive infrared for detecting hotspots in high‐footfall areas rather than
collecting data from individuals. In order to gain a more immediate perspective of the most viable
solutions form the shortlist, it was decided that further advice would be sought from a sensor expert.

4 Technology Development and Planning
4.1 Contact with Sensor Experts
Contact was made with two of Strathclyde University’s sensor experts from the department of
Electronic and Electrical Engineering. They commented that the work completed thus far was
comprehensive but strongly suggested that radar should be included within the scope of review.
The notes from this meeting can be found in Sensor Expert Consultation Notes [13]. Radar is a
favourable option in their opinion due to its ability to distinguish humans from other moving
surroundings. This was an interesting input as, rather than a wearable device, the proximity
monitoring would be managed from a network of static nodes placed strategically around the site.
The two Strathclyde representatives were also sceptical of the solutions currently being released to
market, suggesting that realistically a novel innovation project such as this would require 18 months
of work, with a development cost in the £1 million order of magnitude. Further to this, they advised
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that technology such as ultrasonic or infrared would not be suitable on a construction site. This was
due to the likelihood of interference from the external environment and machinery endemic on a
construction site. However, they did not convey that UWB, the common choice for many of the current
solutions, was an unfeasible option. They suggested contacting a particular novel Sensor Technology
Company with this challenge as the Strathclyde representatives believed that they had a radar related
product that could help to facilitate this research exercise.

4.2 Novel Sensor Technology Company Correspondence
During correspondence with a sensor technology company at the end of May, it was stated that their
current system does not use radar, however, they are looking into a research project involving this
technology. The smart sensor system is not suitable for the construction environment, according to
the company representative, and their main target is high‐value offices and high‐value manufacturing.
With further correspondence, they could not disclose any more information on the research they were
completing. However, an i‐Con Innovation Challenge post on 10th June 2020 by the company's co‐CEO,
would suggest that they plan to integrate their product into the construction industry.

4.3 Internet of Things Webinar and i‐Con Platform
The Internet of Things (IoT) would be an important aspect of the network of proximity monitoring
devices. Attendance at an Internet of Things (IoT) Webinar on 3rd June 2020 hosted by Paul Winstanley
from CENSIS and John Mackenzie at HIE was very informative. The notes of which can be found in IoT
Webinar Notes [14]. These include notes on the offer by Sue Kee at Boston Networks and IoT Scotland
providing usage of their LoRaWan Network free of charge for Covid‐19 related project and the
suggestion that they held particular interest in proximity sensor type projects. They wish to establish
their network across a wider field, so using their system would have a positive impact on their
collective LoRaWan network. As well as network possibilities, Jim Cockram at CENSIS was promoting
the IoT2Go system that demystifies and easily enables the use of IoT in an ergonomic format. The
IoT2Go platform combines a hub point for all the sensor connections with an easy to use interface for
monitoring the collected data. This system is appealing as it can be trialled on a rental basis for a
period and then tailored to the requirements of the system it is integrated with. These opportunities
would prove helpful during further development of proximity sensor technology.
The i‐Con platform was used to access a network of opportunities for collaboration aimed at the
construction industry. From a review of the posts on the platform, as seen in i‐Con Innovation Platform
Notes [15], several potential collaboration opportunities were highlighted. These included sensor
expertise, prospective development partners and site internet provision expertise. Roddy Cormack
posted on the Opportunities forum on behalf of WJM LLP and 4c Engineering with the following
challenge statement:
“C H A L L E N G E

Proximity Sensor Project
We have engaged with 4C Engineering to prepare a landscaping analysis of the current range of
proximity sensor products available on the market that could be used to assist with the
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maintenance of 2 metre distancing between personnel on construction sites. We are willing to
share this information with other stakeholders with a view to identifying the extent to which a
new technological solution may be required to meet the practical needs within the industry.”
From this post, there was correspondence from CSIC who shared the Safe Operating Practices
Technology Register identifying technologies that are available to help work sites operate safely
under Covid‐19 restrictions. The CSIC representative highlighted the Construction Industry
Corona Virus (CICV) Forum and the fact that, other than the forum discussion, no analysis of the
available technologies had been completed. They advised that the aim of the i‐Con platform and
the forum were to bring together challenge holders and solution providers for a series of panel
discussions. It was suggested that 4c Engineering take part in the panel discussions as a solution
provider, to communicate the findings of the project and observe and review those presented
during the panel events.

5 Conclusion and Feasible Solution
The necessity to provide an effective solution to the management of social distancing in the
construction sector is paramount for the safe return to work of those in the industry. From this study
it has been established that the solution must be small, robust and non‐punitive. The likely means of
sensing a proximity breach will be using a network of wearable UWB beacons or radar infrastructure
combined with data collection of who, where and when a breach occurred on site. A suitable system
would alert employees of an encroachment through visual, haptic and audio responses and the data
gathered would be used in order to reduce or mitigate repeat instances.
Currently, there are some viable solutions on the market or pending entry to the market, the most
promising of which appears to be BumpTM by Tharsus and Estimote’s Workplace Safety Wearables.
However, they face scepticism from industry experts at the speed at which these novel solutions have
been brought to commercialisation, expecting that in reality it would take a much larger and longer
project to create a product of the correct level of sophistication. Trial runs on construction sites will
be necessary to fully substantiate their place on a work site for managing social distancing.
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Proximity Sensors: Kick-off
WJM-1137-001229 Rev A

P. MacDonald
7th May 2020

Intro
• This project is to develop a concept personal sensor/alarm solution that
would project a virtual bubble around individual workers and give warnings
and then alarms if people get too close.
• The device would monitor this on an individual and site basis to provide
statistics that would allow for control and mitigation, either in terms of
particular times or locations that were leading to closer proximity, or
particular individuals who are regularly contravening the regulations.
• The output of this piece of work would then be used as the cornerstone of
an application to one of the Covid Innovation programmes which is
currently available – DASA and UKRI are two sources that look promising,
with substantial funding and 100% support.

Three Deliverables
• Landscaping
• Concept Development
• Technology Development Plan

Landscaping –Existing Solutions
• Review of all current & proposed methods of monitoring and giving alarms
for social distancing – rough scoring on cost, practicality, level of sensing,
useful data extracted – anything else?
• Bluetooth/apps – phones, smart watches, fitness trackers, other wearable –
• NHS/GOVT (trust issues, centralised database, issues with running in background?)
• Google/Apple “tech giants” decentralised approach – limits on how the app can use the
location data (Bluetooth compatibility issues, need to continually run Bluetooth)
• Australian app

•
•
•
•
•

Physical barriers
Physical markers
Policy stuff – instructions and guidance - flaws/successes
Laser hat (the guy with the spinning laser on his head to give a radius marker)
Any other wireless sensing technologies used for this application

Landscaping – Sensor Technologies
• Review of sensing technologies which are used in other applications, but
might port across here – range, refresh rate, hazards (heat/laser/radiation)
directionality, battery/power needs, costs, interference (physical or other
electromagnetic sources), size/weight, technology maturity, reliability/life.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

GPS
RFID
Bluetooth
Infrared
Laser distance
Ultrasound/ultrasonic/echolocation
Bio sensors (CO2, pulse, heat, vibration, sound)
Parking sensors on cars
Magnetic field (is that how a theremin works?)
LiDAR – google car approach/tesla self-driving

Concept Development
• Define requirements – what do we want the sensor to do? (essentials +
nice to haves)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Levels of warning/alarm
Record data – times/people/places or particular high risk
Sense proximity
Sense interruptions
Local override? – useable information? Tracking?
Cost
Wearability
Ruggedness
Battery life
Reliability
Level & type of alarm – sound/vibration/light?

Concept Development
• Select Sensors - Taking the most promising inspiration from the first
deliverables develop a high level concept
• Which sensors are most promising (matrix review)
• Does a combination of sensors make sense?

• Concept Design
• Where might the sensors be located (single or multiple locations, on people
only, or also fixed monitors/base stations? Applicability of IoT?)
• Housings/hardware/charging/materials
• How would data be taken off/interpreted?

Technology Development Planning
• Deliverable 3 - Technology development planning (50 hours)
• Taking the proposed concept, summarise the steps towards commercialisation
• Risk Register
•

Risks – start a draft project risk register

• CDM integration
•

How will this tool integrate, priority of liability/protocols/self-responsibility (Roddy/WJM)

• Supply Chain & Consultant ID
•
•

Supply Chain – ideal is a solution that integrates existing technology – does the supply chain for this exist? Can we name supply chain options?
Consultant/Innovation Centre expertise – who are the experts that we need to engage to take this forward?

• Market & Commercialisation
•
•

Market – can we get any early indications of what the market is for this product? How are other products priced?
Commercialisation pathway – what innovation funds are available and how does their support square against this project?

• Scope – Cost - Schedule
•
•
•

Scope – how far would next stage get us?
Schedule – how long would it take to get to next stage
Cost – can we estimate costs?

• Report write up
•

Just packaging the findings from the above.

Provisional Schedule

Meeting Notes:
Date: 13/05/2020
Client/Customer/Prospect: WJM – 1137 Proximity Sensor (WJM-1137-001230)
Present: WJM LLP, 4c Engineering, 3 Industry Representatives

Description
ID

Action

Subject: Wearable Proximity Sensor for Management of Social Distancing

1.

1.
How are you currently anticipating managing social distancing on sites when
they re-open?
A – Following CLC guidelines, designated sign-in warden and area, allocated
areas for work (with permits?), one-way system on-site (one entrance, multiple
exits), using the ‘where possible’ policy eg 1800mm window needs two people to
carry, kit out with PPE & high vis vests. Trialling on one site first, then roll out
site by site.
B - Work vans for getting to site needing screened – questions over how, and
effectiveness.
-

CDMM for RAMS
Mostly subcontracting so fit into lead contractor’s site guidelines.
PPE default for most jobs where lone working isn’t possible.

C – Using SOP v.3, waiting for updates each week, expects fluid updates on SOPs,
- Called halt on certain activities, using alternatives to breach 2m rather
than ‘where possible’.
- Accommodation is proving a tricky issue.
- Slow drip-feed/ramp-up of measures
2.

2.

What “pinch points” do you see in terms of that management system?

C – Welfare e.g. toilets, cafeterias, induction/sign-in sites.
-

‘A. Street’ site they have limited space (no additional external space),
cannot expand areas for the 2m rule.

A – Very site dependent, site management - rotas for workers
-
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-

3.

‘Construction Company A’ looking into a wristband device – used it
punitively, who’s fault? – feels overly draconian; could lead to tendency to
blame ‘the other guy’

3.
If there was a sensor device to assist with such management, what would it
need to do?
WJM –incentive to continuously wear a removable device
C – not get in way of hand washing
-

Sign in list needs to be accessible for emergency procedures

B – awareness of device from others (flashing helmet beacon)
-

Refusal to wear a tracking system – big brother issue.
Maybe body temperature gauge.

A– sign in/ sign out – activate when on-site, electronic signature that can only be
used by individual – fingerprint (eliminates misuse of cards by handing over).
4.

4.

Record in real-time for use in fire roll-call
How big / small should such a device ideally be?

All : small but not so small that it’s easily lost – max size roughly phone/
computer mouse sized, not to heavy as to be uncomfortable on helmet/ vest
attachment.
5.

5.

Where and how would it ideally be attached to the user?

C – Helmet for visibility and could be left at a doorway to alert people of room
engagement.
WJM – Issue with wrist device being further from helmet/ more mobile so
false/inaccurate readings?
4cE – could be a combination of devices, not just one.
6.

6.
Could you require all personnel operating on site (whether or not they were
employees of yours) to use such a device?
B – From subcontractor perspective if it’s issued at site induction as part of site
rules then it will be worn – have to follow site H&S policy.
A – Who provides it? i.e. job specific PPE to subcontractors
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WJM – To what extent can the different devices be compatible? E.g. an individual
buys one but it does not work on a specific site.
C – ‘Construction Company B’ currently supplying two sites with trial sensors for
all on site.
7.

7.

5 point PPE gets increased to 6 point PPE including the sensor.
What information would you ideally like such a device to collect?

WJM– Attendance on site
-

Body temperature (?)
2m breach, where and who?

C – Any data must remain non-punitive. (‘Construction Company A’ throwing
people offsite?)
-

Where the hotspots are

A – non-draconian, use peer pressure instead? – fun/reward (league board?)
8.

8.

Do you think such a device would be well received by the workforce?

A – probably would be well received - increases confidence and alertness in
workforce
-

Reduce nervousness for going back to work.
Mask can have negative affect – makes them feel invulnerable.

C– Workforce expecting a change in order to protect themselves and their family.
9.

9.

What price would the device need to be to make it affordable?

WJM– principle contractor buys for the whole site-based staff
B – free issuance from government
A- £100 per unit?
-

Rental with monthly/weekly management and maintenance charge.
Could end up near £25,000 for a large site.

4cE – Subscription type model could be a suitable fit – cost per site per month, or
cost per worker per month
10.

10. To what extent would you be comfortable delegating your CDM liability
management responsibilities to such a device?
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B – not full liability – a tool/aid.
C – not diminishing responsibility, but frees up management.
A – encourages employees to take responsibility of their own H&S.
WJM– encourage a change in behaviour.
11.

Post Meeting
B (and the others, 4cE thinks – there was nodding all round) on board for future
meetings, Edinburgh based company, complete requirements/ specifications for
concept. Also, SiteZone PDS forwarded by C.
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Wearable Proximity Sensor – Industry Consultation Group Answers from Construction
Industry Representative ‘D’ (unable to attend meeting)
1.

How are you currently anticipating managing social distancing on sites when they reopen?
The Principal Contractors who will be responsible for the management of the guidelines
practically, have shown me draft protocols that include a range of control measures to deliver
this. They range from stating the occupancy of vehicles used to travel to work, the sign in and
induction process and enhanced hygiene. Additional management responsibility for Covid will be
delivered by additional supervision on site.
2.
What “pinch points” do you see in terms of that management system?
The anticipated pinch point will be in the areas of sign in and induction, welfare and tasks that
require multiple bodies to manually handle items such as lintels, cabinets, mains boards etc
3.
If there was a sensor device to assist with such management, what would it need to do?
Be audible, simple, robust and if possible intrinsically safe for zone 1 / zone 2 environments
3.
How big / small should such a device ideally be?
No smaller than fitness tracker size, no larger than pager size. Wrist wearable would be an
advantage
4.
Where and how would it ideally be attached to the user?
Wrist wearable
5.
Could you require all personnel operating on site (whether or not they were employees of
yours) to use such a device?
In my role I could not
6.
What information would you ideally like such a device to collect?
Instances of breaches of 2m guidelines, whom the breach was with and also duration.
7.
Do you think such a device would be well received by the workforce?
That’s the million dollar question, yes in the main but the workforce does contain some
elements that will always modify their behaviour on compliance based on what they perceive
the intention is, i.e. the monitoring of activity for this purpose could translate as a wish to
monitor their productivity for other means. This type of behaviour is in the minority but always
gets amplified by peer pressure.
8.
What price would the device need to be to make it affordable?
Ive recently purchased HAVI monitors for on-tool use and they are somewhere around £100 and
that was well received by those that eventually paid for them in their package of advice.
9.

To what extent would you be comfortable delegating your CDM liability management
responsibilities to such a device?
To use this as a tool in assisting compliance with the guidelines then yes but to rely on this in
exclusion of management and supervision no.
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1 Introduction
This document discloses the concept specifications for a wearable proximity sensor to be used for
the management of social distancing in the workplace. We require a sensor or a combination of
sensors to detect whether employees breach a 2m proximity of each other.
Sensor either…
•
•

can identify humans and a proximity breach
or can detect a device, that only humans will carry, to be closer than 2m.

2 Specifications
2.1 Primary Data
•

2m proximity breach

•
•

Who?
Where?

2.2 Secondary Data
•
•
•
•

How many breaches individuals have made?
If someone falls ill who have they been in contact with?
What areas on-site are hotspots for proximity encroachment?
Sign in/Sign out Record

2.3 Cost
•
•

Ideally less than £150
Subscriptive basis
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2.4 Physical Characteristics
•
•

Size and shape similar to iPhone (140x70x7mm) or computer mouse (100x50x35mm)
Weight between 50g-150g

2.5 Levels of Warning
•
•
•

Initial 2.5m encroachment – flashing light (visible to others)
2m breach – immediate haptic response
Further 10 seconds – alarm sounds

2.6 Types of Warnings
•
•
•

Flashing Light
Vibration
Alarm

2.7 Form Factor
•
•
•
•
•

Helmet attachment for visibility to others
Wristband for continuous wear
Boot/ ankle attachment
Lanyard around neck
Fob/card in pocket

2.8 Battery
•
•
•

Battery powered
Rechargeable
At least 10 hr battery life, ideally longer.

2.9 Further Requirements
•
•
•
•
•
•

Does the site have internet access?
Only on-person devices or combined with a network of anchors around site.
Through wall detection method
Override Option for emergencies
Incentivised – site league board/company-wide league board (site vs site)
Liability Outlining – Encourages workers to remain 2m
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Proximity Sensor
Existing Solutions
WJM-1137-001231
S. Morton
19/05/20

Slide Key
Under the ‘Product’ Column:
• CT – Used to define if a product can Contact Trace
• SD - Used to define if a product can alert to Social Distance breach
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Apps

Note that these do not notify you of a 2m radius breach, but rather collect data when users are in range.
Product

Wireless Sensing
Technology

Range and
Accuracy

Data Extraction

Data Storage

Cost

Cons

Notes

NHS COVID-19 App

Low Energy Bluetooth,
AI

Received Signal
Strength Indicator
(RSSI), based on signal
strength .
Range – 15ft
Accuracy – 1-3m

Anon. User ID, first 3
digits of user
postcode, user
symptoms (if
reported), date, time,
proximity, duration of
contact.

28 day cycle. Stored on
phones and, if user has
symptoms, health
service database.

Not yet on the
market but
expected to be
£0

Centralised when
authorised by user.
mention of potential
use of GPS in future
in need be.

Runs in background, wakes up
in ranges and then transmits
every 15secs.
Voluntary user symptom report
in app – AI calculates user’s and
contacts’ need for isolation and
testing, +ve and –ve test results
recorded and relayed.
Being Tested on Isle of Wight
from 05/05.

RSSI,
Range – 15 ft
Accuracy – 1-3m

User anon. reference
code, date, time,
proximity, duration of
contact and other
user’s anon. reference
code

Data encrypted and
stored on phone for
21-say rolling cycle.
Centralised.

£0

Delays in data
collection.
App must be open at
all times.

Does not collect location.
User cannot access their own
data.
Data only accessed with
permission when user contracts
virus.
User contacts are notified
anonymously.

Centralised

CT
COVIDSafe app
(Australian govt. app)

Bluetooth

CT
22/05/2020
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Apps

Note that these do not notify you of a 2m radius breach, but rather collect data when users are in range.
Product

Wireless Sensing
Technology

Range and
Accuracy

Data Extraction

Data Storage

Cost

Cons

Notes

Google & Apple
Exposure Notification
Service

Bluetooth Low Energy,
AI

RSSI
Range – 15ft
Accuracy – 1-3m

Temporary user ID,
proximity through RSSI
(Received Signal
Strength indicator),
contact duration,
Voluntary user
symptoms

Decentralised, stored
on user’s phone.

£0

Public Health
Authority is not
involved unless they
opt in to using the
software.

App makes a risk assessment
based on proximity and
exposure period.
24hr Temporary user ID and a
15min Rolling proximity ID,
these help against tracking and
cyber attacks.

Various real-time data
sources, AI

Range - N/A
Accuracy – reliant on

existing data sources:
google maps, google
places, Not fully
disclosed.
Crowdsourced data

Real-Time updates

£0

Doesn’t provide
exact distancing
alerts and alarms.
Requires internet
access

Realtime info on how crowded
essential places are eg
supermarkets and
pharmacies(pinch points)

CT
Crowdless
(formerly Keep Your
Distance)
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Industrial Wearables

Wristbands, tags, helmet attachments; all generally adapted from previous technology used for on-site safety and
monitoring. All have in-built alarms and/or vibration alerts.
Product

Wireless Sensing
Technology

Range

Data Extraction

Data
Storage

Cost

Cons

Notes

Tended - Minimum
Separation Distance
Technology, Tag and
wearable device
(wristband) and App

Ultra-wideband radio
technology, IoT and
mobile comms device

Range – 70m
Accuracy – centimeter
Min. Separation
distance is adjustable.

Location, device ID, proximity
to other devices, breaches,
wearer symptoms (voluntarily
provided on app), accident
detection, SOS distress call,
employee check-in, health
information.

Online
Dashboard
hold records of
breaches.

Not disclosed.

Data is continuously
gathered and stored.
Requires personal info.
from employees.
No anonymity.
Unsure of through-wall
issue.

Wearer alerted of
proximity breach through
vibration.
Privacy – only within
company network and
business hours

Ultra-Wideband
(UWB) (radio waves
for data exchange)

Range – 70m
Accuracy – centimeter
Min. Separation
distance is adjustable.

Proximity breaches.

None yet.

£49 per unit

No contact tracing

Audible and haptic alert
when proximity is
breached.

CT and SD
PathFindr Safe Distancing
Assistant Tag.

View to adding contact
tracing.

SD
22/05/2020
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Industrial Wearables

Wristbands, tags, helmet attachments; all generally adapted from previous technology used for on-site safety and
monitoring. All have in-built alarms and/or vibration alerts.
Product

Wireless Sensing
Technology

Range

Data Extraction

Data
Storage

Cost

Cons

Notes

Rombit –
RomwareONE
Safety Braclet.

LTEm/NB2 IoT
connectivity, WiFi.
UWB, Near Field
Communications (NFC)

Range – 70m
Accuracy – centimeter
Min. Separation
distance is adjustable.

Location, device ID, proximity
to other devices, proximity
breaches, accident detection,
SOS distress call, location
enabled, contact tracing.

Rombit
Monitoring
System

Not disclosed.

Contact tracing
requires data
connection.

Logistics & heavy
industries sector, in
Antwerp.
No data stored on/sent to
device, stored on
Romware platform,
deleted after 14days.
Written consent from
employee to physician to
access contact tracing
data.

Amazon Web Services
(AWS) cloud hosted
server, 3G
connectivity, satellite
connectivity, GPS, sitemap, 2-way comms

Not range constrained,
continuous tracking.

Gas sensing, SOS button,
accident detection, user
profile, location, lone-worker,
evacuation management.

Blackline 24/7
monitoring and
response
network.

Not disclosed.

Does not alert of
proximity breach.

Modular – add features eg
gas detectors.
Uses location tracking
records for contact tracing.

CT
Blackline Safety - G7
Safety Wearbles ,
walkie-talkie style
device.
(combined with an
app)

CT
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Non- Industrial Solutions
Including systems and home-innovations.
Product

Wireless Sensing
Technology

Range

Data Extraction

Data
Storage

Cost

Care Predict PinPoint Toolset
Wearable, Online
System and app

AI, RFID, 2-way
comms, WiFi,
network of sensors
& detectors,

Not range
constrained, network
of devices set-up in
care home and
mapped.

Location, accident
detection,
monitors
sleep/eating/activi
ty/indoors/outdoo
rs, contact tracing,
room traffic, path
tracing

Monitored
and stored
by Care
Predict and
accessible to
family
members.

~£365 + ~£570 Privacy
consideration.
Subscription
Cost is high
fee
relative to
other products.
No social
distancing
alert.

Patient and carer
tracking adapted for
contact tracing.
AI predicts
malnutrition,
depression etc.

Optical Sensors and
AI

Not disclosed but
aimed at office
spaces, network of
devices extends
range.

Number of
occupants,
distance between
occupants, free
desks/spaces.

Cloud based
storage

Not disclosed.

Detects room
occupancy and free
space, adapted for
distance sensing and
crowding. Uses AI to
extinguish between
objects and humans.

CT
SmartEagle Distance Sensor
Ceiling/Wall
attachment and
app/dashboard
monitoring. SD
22/05/2020
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Cons

No contact
tracing.
Not sure how
it would fare
outdoors.

Notes
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Non- Industrial Solutions
Including systems and home-innovations.
Product

Wireless Sensing
Technology

Range

Data Extraction

Data
Storage

Cost

Cons

Notes

Singapore Govt. &
Boston Dynamics
– Spot
Robot

Various data
analytics, optical
sensing of
humans, on board
computers,
LIDAR, audio
feedback

Constrainable to
+/- 30mm.
100m signal
range.

Number of
occupants in
constrained area,
distance between
occupants within
sight of Spot.
Dependent on
user needs.

Cloud and
dashboard
based.

Lease only.

Expensive and
not in
constant
vicinity.
90minute
battery.

Originally used on site and
being trialed in parks etc.
No tracking or personal
data collected.
Open-source

Active RFID, LTE
internet enabled,
possibly passive
infrared sensors
(similar to burglar
alarms) used to
detect hotspots,
cloud-based data
storage.

RFID has a range
of 30-100m.

‘Bump-to-bump’
interactions,
registers
employees in and
out, hotspots in
high-footfall areas.

Cloud
based and
app
dashboard
for access
to users
own data.

Device - £100,
operational –
£2per person,
per month,
software £1150
and data station
£1150

More suitable
for offices than
construction
sites.

Alerts - either a light or a
sound.
Combines a lanyard device
with hubs (like shop
security gates) at all main
entrances/exits, charging
points, sanitation stations
and location beacons in all
monitored areas.
~5days charge.

SD
Bump by Tharsus
Lanyard wearable
device with
added site
infrastructure and
an app.
Available in June.
SD & CD

22/05/2020
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Technology
Basis

Radio Waves

Radio Waves

Radio Waves

Radio Waves

Radio Waves

Satellite

Sensor

Description

Consists of integrated circuit and an antenna. Powered by electromagnetic
energy transmitted by a reader, this energy is converted into an RF wave to
be read (backscatter). Orientation does affect read-range, circular polarity
Passive Radiorequires less reliance on orientation. Passive tags do not respond to each
Frequency
other so person-person usage would require everyone to have both a tag
Identification (RFID)
and a reader or a network of readers positioned around workplace. Ultra(6)
High Frequency (UHF) provides increased range and cheaper
manufacturing. Application as social-distancing tool will require some
original tech and app developments.
Contains a transmitter & power source. Real time location tracking. More
expensive than passive version. Generally maintain a long battery life and
long read range. Orientation does affect read-range, circular polarity
Active RFID (5)
requires less reliance on orientation. Beacon version - transmits signals at
pre-determined intervals. Network of stationary beacons can help increase
location data.
Made up of a basic beacon (transmits a UUID) and a receiver (eg a phone)
that carries out operations/transmits specific data when it detects the
beacon. Low battery consumption, suitable for small data exchanges,
Bluetooth Low
cheaper than Bluetooth. Idles until data needs to be received or
Energy (BLE) (6)
transmitted. When activated it hops between frequencies reducing
likelihood of interference. Proximity measured in Received Signal Strength
Indicator (RSSI). Mesh networking capability is an interesting option for a
workforce.

Bluetooth (7)

Can handle large data exchange, consumes more battery than BLE and
costs more. Operates in the 2400-2483.5 MHz range within the ISM
(Industrial, Scientific & Medical) 2.4 GHz frequency band.

WiFi (8)

Used to connect devices to a router which allows internet access.Uses radio
waves to transmit data at 2.4GHz (same as BT, hence most Wifi enabled
devices are also BT enabled) and 5GHz (shorter range). For social distancing
this would be used for a connection to cloud data storage.

GeoFencing (8)

Requires an app or software to set up a perimeter on a map then uses
GPS/RFID/WiFi/cellular to trigger a pre-programed response when a mobile
device/RFID tag enters/exits the zone. Programmed response eg a
notification for a deal at a shop you are passing, or an alert that you are
entering a restricted area. People enter the zone, they can be tracked.
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Distance Range
(on-site/in a
building)

~5m (with UHF)

30 - 100m

~10-20m

~10-20m

~10-35m

Accuracy
(equipment
dependent)

Through-Wall
Transmission

Presence detection No - if metal
only
Yes - if wooden,
~0.01m-1m
paper, liquid

~0.01m - 1m

1-5m

1-5m

5-15m

Miniumum Radius
Depends on set-up ~ 5-150m
blueprint and
depends on
polygon mapping
GPS/indoor
more accurate than
location
radial mapping
availability

No - if metal
Yes - if wooden,
paper, liquid

Yes

Yes

Yes

yes

Cost

Low

Low - mid

Battery Life

N/A

~3-5years
Excellent

Low

Months to years
Very Good

Low - mid

Half the BLE life
(~2x power
consumption of
BLE)
Good

Low

Depends on
efficiency - more
efficient will
register with
devices easily
Good

Very High.

See above as it
uses wifi.
Good

Moving Object
Sensor /
Human
Common Uses
Sensing
Capabilities

Potential Issues

Interference with other RFID
readers and wireless systems.
Orientation of antenna.
Reduced performance without lineof-sight, metals and liquids.

Yes

Access cards, pet
microchips, race timing
tags

Yes

Interference with other RFID
Personnel tracking for onreaders and wireless systems.
site safety, access control,
Orientation of antenna.
goods ID, monitoring
Reduced performance without lineenvironmental conditions.
of-sight, metals and liquids.

Yes

Mesh networking,
healthcare monitoring,
proximity sensing, sports
and fitness, industrial,
mobile phones.

Unencrypted by default - own
security required.
Possible interference with metallic
objects.
Requires gateway to
WiFi/cellular.

Yes

headsets, handsfree
calling, wireless file
exchange, speakers,
wireless keyboards and
mice.

Unencrypted by default - own
security required.
Possible interference with metallic
objects.
Requires gateway to
WiFi/cellular.

Yes

Stationary internet
connection in households, Must put Wifi Protected Access
printer connections, IoT
(WPA) standards in place to avoid
devices eg smart TV,
people accessing a network.
smart fridges.

Real-time
Marketing, zoning on-site, Expensive to maintain.
positioning for
for protecting a restricted Limit of 100 geofences per app,
moving
area, speed limiting
per device user.
objects.
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Distance Range
(on-site/in a
building)

Technology
Basis

Sensor

Description

Satellite

Global Navigation
Satellite System
(GNSS) (8)

Encompasses GPS and various other regional systems. Geo-spatial
positioning using satellites. Satellites transmit positing and timing data to
GNSS receivers to be used to determine location.

Ultra-Wideband
(UWB) (4)

Short-range wireless communications, low energy, across a wide range of
frequencies, with variable pulse rate (high pulse rate for communication is
desirable) high data exchange rates/ low-latency. More secure than BT.
Distance accuracy more precise than BT and Wifi. More expensive than
BTLE and Wifi. Causes little interference and is robust against interference.
80m range for a
Time-Difference of Arrival (TDoA) method requires multiple anchors for
UWB anchor
determining position (trilateration).
Two-Way Ranging(TWR) is device-to-device with an anchor for data
collection, this is more practical but more power-hungry.
Phase-Difference of Arrival(PDoA) is only device-to-device, less anchors, but
the location error is a function of the distance between devices.

Radio Waves

Light

Light

Sound

Optical Sensing (4)

Camera (8)

Ultrasonic (7)

LED (or laser) generates a modulated beam, reflection by an object is
detected and used to measure distance (Time-Of-Flight Principle). Can be
used in the UV, Visible and Infared spectrum. Lightweight, compact and
economical, requires a microcontroller. Field-of-View (allowing the light to
spread) can broaden the detection area.
Infrared would mean possibly less interference.
Most likely would have to be used in conjunction with: IoT to identify
personnel, digital image processing.
Stereo Camera uses two or more lenses with separate image sensors for
capturing a 3D image. Requires dimensions of object in order to use pixels to
calculate distance.

Ultrasonic sensors use electrical energy to excite a ceramic transducer to
emit and receive mechanical energy in the form of sound waves, (Time-ofFlight). Can detect motion based on the principle of sound intereference in a
monitored area.
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No range limit
with line-of-site

Accuracy
(equipment
dependent)

3-20m

<0.3m

Through-Wall
Transmission

No

Yes

Cost

Mid

Low

Battery Life

Real-time
10-13hr as
positioning for
external receiver.
moving
Mediocre
objects.

Very Good

60m

~0.1m-0.35m

No

Low - mid

Up to 1 year.
Very Good

~20-25m

Depends on
resolution(higher is
better and distance
from camera)

No

Low- mid

Very Short

11m

0.01m

Yes

Mid - High

Moving Object
Sensor /
Human
Common Uses
Sensing
Capabilities

1 year +
Very Good

Potential Issues

SatNav, sea vessels,
tracking/mapping devices, Requires line-of-site. Inaccurate
military uses, proximity
indoor location tracking.
sensing.

Used in the new iPhone
11, proximity sensing, data
Real-time
collection, precision
positioning for
locating and tracking
moving objects
applications. Automatic
(even at high
Target Recognition for
speed)
detecting humans falling
on subway tracks.

Requires gateway connection to
internet.
Setting up reference points/
anchors - however, could help
with vertical plane to create 3D
mapping system eg anchor on
each level of scaffolding.

Traffic monitoring,
production line monitoring,
IR-proximity sensors used
during phonecalls to
prevent inadvertent
touches, automatic doors.

Isolating detection to humans
only?
Line-of-Sight requirements.
Laser's can cause eye-damage.

If in line-ofsight, detects

Yes - requires a
Hawk-eye for sports, car
lot of data
parking cameras
processing.

Not effective
for social
distancing.

NDT,internal imaging of
humans, liquid-level
detection, object distance
detection.

Requires line-of-sight.
Not ideal for measurement of
distance.
Affected by temperature
fluctations and air currents eg fans
or wind.
Requires warming up before use.
Dead zone directly in front of
transducer.
Noise interference on worksites,
relief valves, compressed air or
pneumatic devices.
Interefernce between ultrasonic
devices.
Continuous exposure may be
harmful though no evidence to
suggest so.
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Technology
Basis

Radio Waves

Sensor

Description

Radar (Radio
Detection and
Ranging) (6)

Combination of transmitter and receiver, time taken to receive reflected
signal multiplied by speed of light gives distance of object. Doppler effect
can be used for determination of velocity, whether object is moving
towards/ away from receiver. Requires enough antenna to detect multiple
people. Low resolution results from heat maps of reflected signals can help
protect privacy, machine learning could be used to identify individuals.

Electromagnet Inductive Proximity
ic Field
Sensor (7)

Electrostatic
Field

Radio Waves
and EM Field

Light and
Satellite

Non-contact detection of metallic objects. Uses a coil and an oscillator to
generate an EM field. When a metallic object is close by it dampens the
oscillations, this is identified in the threshold circuit that changes the sensors
output. Range is dependent on size and shape of the metallic object, and
the nature of the material. E.g. Iron has double the operating distance than
brass.
Unshielded generates an unrestricted field whereas shielded the field is
concentrated to the front.
Non-metallic substances do not interfere.
Consists of coil, oscillator, Schmitt Trigger and output switching circuit.

Can detect metallic and non-metallic objects, liquids, powders and granular.
Produces an electrostatic field - when an object (conductive/nonconductive) approaches the capacitance of bothcharging plates increases,
Capacitive Proximity oscillator amplitude gain then triggers the sensor output switch.
Sensor (7)
Consists of oscillator, Schmitt Trigger, output switching circuit and 2 charging
plates (1 internal connected to oscillator, 1 external used as sensing
surface).
More expensive than inductive counterpart. Adjustable sensitivity.

Near Field
Communication
(NFC) (7)

Sends information over radio waves (13.56MHz). For data exchange to
take place, all devices required an NFC chip. Less energy usage than
BLE.Can be used to bootstrap other wireless connections e.g. instead of
connecting via BT, you tap your devices together and using NFC to
exchange the BT pairing data rather than making discoverable, searching
for the device, entering a code etc.
Generally read-only but can be rewritable.
Can be active ( send and receive data from any NFC devices) and passive
(only transmit to active NFC devices) like RFID. Used to induce electric
currents within passive components.

Lidar (Light
Detection and
Ranging) (8)

Remote sensing using a laser, a scanner and specialised GPS receiver. Uses
light in the form of pulsed laser to measure ranges. The light pulses
combined with further data creates a 3D info on the shape of the earth and
its surface characteristics. Two types: topographic (near-infrared laser to
map the land) and bathymetric(water penetrating green light for seabed
measurements). Surveys generally carried out from the air.
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Distance Range
(on-site/in a
building)

Miles

~1-60mm
Material
characteristic
dependent

~3-60mm

0-40mm

~0-60m

Accuracy
(equipment
dependent)

~0.01-0.5m
accuracy decreases
with increased
range Radar Range
Equation

Generally very close
range so accuracy is
high.

Through-Wall
Transmission

Yes

Likely not.

Generally very close
range so accuracy is
high. Sensitivity is
adjustable.

Yes (if nonmetallic)

Short range averagely accurate.

Generally no
due to short
range.

30- 100mm

No

Cost

Battery Life

Moving Object
Sensor /
Human
Common Uses
Sensing
Capabilities
Military use: target
detection, target
recognition, weapon
control.
High resolution mapping.

Can be jammed with the opposite
wave.
Multiple transmitters and
receivers required to cancel
reflections from stationary
objects.

Production automation
machines - product
counting/transfers.
Security Metal detectors
e.g. armoury or land
mines etc.

Detection range is too low.
How to identify the detetcion
object as human.
Only works for metallic objects,
could present issues on a work
site.

Production automation
machines - product
counting/transfers. Fluid
level, composition and
pressure. Moisture
control, NDT, touch
sensors.

Detection range is too low.
How to identify the detetcion
object as human.

Yes.

door access cards,
interactive
menues/posters,
apple/android pay.

Only work over a short distance.
Data exchange is limited.

Yes

Seabed/riverbed
Not fit for purpose.
mapping. Mining surveys.
Too expensive, and likely too
Autonomous robots and
bulky.
self drive cars.

Yes but not
location just
movement.

Mid - High

Months. Though
use dependent.

Mid Price,
£50-150

Months
Yes- moving
<10mA power
metallic objects
drain at 24Vdc (for
No- identifying
small 3-5mm
humans
devices )

Mid Price,
£50-150

Low

Months.

Very good.

Hours
Very High. Example: <370mA
at 12Vdc

Potential Issues

Yes - moving
objects, not
specifically
humans.
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Technology
Basis

Sensor

Description

Light

Active Infrared
(Photoelectric)
Sensor (5)

Active optical sensor (photodetector), infrared light emitted and reflected
back, time-of-flight principle used to determine distance. Generally made
up of an LED and a receiver. Sensing distance adjustable depending on setup. 4 types: Through-beam, Reflective, Diffuse, Background Suppression

Light

Pressure

Passive Infrared
(PIR) Sensor (6)

Pressure Sensor (5)

Passive systems do not emit radiation, they detect a change in IR radiation,
convert infrared radiation/heat energy emitted from an object to electrical
energy to generate a response.
Uses a pair of pyroelectric sensors to detect surrounding infrared levels, an
infrared filter is used to block out other wavelengths of light, a Fresnel Lens
focuses the infrared on to the pyroelectric sensors. Motion of an object
creates a difference in infrared levels between the pyroelectric sensors, a
response is then triggered eg a security light.
Infrared energy emitted by an object is proportional to object temperature.
Temperatures are assigned a colour that is used for thermal imaging.
Infrared has a better angular resolution (ie image resolutions in a camera)
than radar (within range). 3 types are near- (0.75-3µm), mid- (3-6µm) and
far-infrared (6-1000µm).
Two types: Resistive type has a membrane exposed to the atmosphere on
one side and attached to strain guage on the other. Pressure change cause
a deformation of the membrane and alters the resistance in the strain
guage - this is translated into a readable electrical signal. Capacitive type
has two plates, one exposed to the amtosphere is a diaphragm and the
other is a fixed plate. When deformation of the diaphragm occurs due to
pressure change, the change in distance between plates is recorded and
reflects this in proportion to the pressure change. IPhone uses MicroElectro-Mechanical Systems (MEMS). Fairly rugged for indutrial
applications.

File: WJM-1137-001233 Sensor Technology Matrix.xlsx
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Distance Range
(on-site/in a
building)

0.1m -10m

Up to 10m

[260-1260hPa]

Accuracy
(equipment
dependent)

~1%

~1%

0.5-1hPa

Through-Wall
Transmission

No

No

N/A

Cost

Low- mid

Low-High

Low

Battery Life

Very Good

Can be very good.

Very Good

Moving Object
Sensor /
Human
Common Uses
Sensing
Capabilities

Potential Issues

Yes

Proximity sensors in
automated systems e.g.
robots, production lines,
Roombas.

Interference with natural light in
outdoors.
Reflection from objects.

Yes

Night vision equipment,
heat seeker equipment,
automatic
lighting/thermostat/door
systems (passive),
security systems.

Continuous exposure to infrared
can be harmful to eyes in some
circumstances.
Can only detect motion - nonmoving objects do not cause a
differential in the pyroelectric
plates.

Yes

Altimeters/barometers for
portable devices, sports
watches, weather stations,
drones, GPS applications.
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Sensor

How we would
use it as a social
distancing
sensor

Ultrasonic

Active Infrared

Effectively a photoelectric sensor, where the transmitted light signal is in the infrared spectrum (roughly 300GHz - 400THz and
Using Time-of-Flight (ToF) principle, each device transmits a coded signal (Code Division
700nm-1mm). Reflective type sensor uses the ToF principle to calculate the distance a signal has travelled from transmission to
Multiple Access - CDMA) that is received by other individuals' devices in the area. The network reflecting off an object (employee) and returning to the receiver. The signal is coded uses an individualised pattern in order to
of devices must be synchronised so that the distance can be calculated using the difference in distinguish between different devices (e.g. so that the TV remote does not turn on the games console). The signals are modulated and
time of signal transmission to time of signal receipt. The transmitters and receivers must be
the receiver is tuned to this modulated frequency to reduce interference. It is likely that this device will be amplitude modulated.
isolated from each other on a device, not acting as a tranceiver. The time for sound to travel
The short range of these types of sensors should suit our purpose, the devices will be set to a specific range (between 1-3m) to reduce
1.5m - 2.5m in air ( at 20 degrees) is 0.004s - 0.007s. This would be the time parameters that unnecessary 'searching'. Two modes:
are used to determine whether any devices are within this proximity of each other. Additional Direct IR - point-to-point ad-hoc system that requires line-of-sight, energy efficient and short range appropriate.
time for processing upon receipt of a signal must be included as well.
Diffuse IR - uses a wide-angle LED to emit signal in many directions (likely mode of use).
The beam patterns can be controls by altering the characteristics of the transducer plate.
A LED Infrared Sensor transmits a conical shaped beam. For our purpose, if 360 degreee detection was desired (if worn on a helmet
Generally a 3D conical shape will be emitted. Direction is determined by the sensor using
perhaps) then multiple sensors would be required. Tehcniques can be used to optimise the direction of the beams, for example
Angle of Arrival and ToF. For our purpose, if 360 degreee detection was desired (if worn on a
lenses and reflectors. Direction is determined by the sensor using Angle of Arrival and ToF.
helmet perhaps) then multiple sensors would be required.

Directionality
Ultrasound is affected by humidity, temperature and air currents.
This system requires constant data collection of when signals are being transmitted and where
those specific signals are being received.
Noise interference on-site could be an issue, CDMA will help reduce this risk.
There is a blind zone at a distance of half a wavelength from the receiver because the object
reflects the wave back before the receiver can acknowledge it i.e. if someone stands within this Line-of-Sight is required for direct IR.
zone, they will not be detected.
Light interference poses the most threat.
Synchronisation of devices.
Reflection of signal not reaching the receiver due to object colour, size, finish and angle.
There needs to be a pause between the transmission and the activation of a receiver due to
reverberations of the transmitter.
Synchronisation of devices.

Main Pitfalls

Target size and material must be considered carefully to ensure maximised chance of receipt of Data transmission could be slower than ultrasonic due to demodulating requirements, however less susceptible to interference.
signal.
Doppler Effect - for understanding who caused the proximity breach/ direction of approach?

Further
Considerations

Material - specific material as a marker for the users to wear and be ID'd/ help direct the signal? Line-of-Sight - used as a secondary to ultrasonic to determine through-wall interactions (requires directionality control).
E.g. sound absorbent or sound reflective.

File: WJM-1137-001233 Sensor Technology Matrix.xlsx
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Sensor

Infrared Passive

UWB

A Radio-Frequency (RF) technology that operates over a wide bandwidth (500MHz), with low frequency and extremely short
pulses which allow the signal to pass through obstacles, use little energy and transfer data with low latency of transmission.
Using the infrared radiation transmitted by humans (wavelength = ~9-10micrometres, Ideally, UWB would be used in a mesh network manner with no fixed infrastructure, this is most suitable for measuring distance
human skin temp = ~34degrees celsius) a passive infrared sensor could be constrained to between devices rather than indoor location. In this case, treated as an electromagnetic wave, ToF and a transceiver system
How we would detect humans. This would most likely be placed as a wall attachment in parallel to the should be enough to take advantage of the positive properties of UWB.Techniques to code and individualise the signals are:
use it as a social wearble sensor. Used to determine the number of humans in a specified area i.e. the
Time-Hopping Spread Sequence (TH-SS) - UWB pulses psuedo-randomly shifted in time domain.
distancing sensor range of the passive IR sensor.
Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum - (similar to CDMA) uses the UWB pulse as the chip pulse shape.
Uses a Fresnel Lens to expand the Field of View of the pyroelectric sensors. The direction Radiation pattern of UWB is dependent on the antenna configuration. For indoor purposes, omni-directional radiation pattern is
of movement can be determined from the differential in the two pyroelectric plates.
most suitable, this may be achieved using a monopole antenna however, many variations are possible.
The image on the left below shows the beam pattern and the more basic image on the
right demonstrates that motion is required to create a radiation difference between the
beams from the two pyroelectric plates. Ideally attached to the ceiling for a cone
shaped detection area with increasing radius toward the ground.

Directionality

Synchronisation of devices.
Infrastructure required for more accuracy.
Only effective if target is in motion, cannot detect stationary objects as a target.
Main Pitfalls

Further
Considerations

RF reflective surfaces.

With further programming it could be used to detect whether two humans were within
2m of each other.
Most transferrable after COVID-19.

File: WJM-1137-001233 Sensor Technology Matrix.xlsx
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Cost

Privacy Level

Acceptable
Very Good

Accuracy
Good/ Very
Good
Very Good

Interference
Susceptability

Good
Acceptable

Good
Very Good

Low
Medium

Very Good

Very Good

Very Good

Very Good

Low/Medium

Good
Acceptable

Very Good

Good
Good/Very Good

Very Good
Good

High
Low

Scalability
Bump
Ultrasonic
Active
Infrared
Passive
Infrared
UWB

Good

File: WJM-1137-001233 Sensor Technology Matrix.xlsx
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Information on Radar as a possible solution using infrastructure placed around the site rather than wearables for all on site employees. This was gathered from contact with Strathclyde University sensor and wireless network experts.
09:30 Zoom Meeting with Professor Ivan Andonovic and Dr Christos Tachtatzis from Strathclyde University.
4cE Attendees: Susie Morton and Jo Wilson
https://www.strath.ac.uk/staff/andonovicivanprof/
https://www.strath.ac.uk/staff/tachtatzischristosdr/
They are both currently working on distributed environment technology – essentially collecting and processing data
using sensors, especially Radar, for use in activities involving the Internet of Things and Data Analytics.
Seemed happy that my work so far was comprehensive – apart from radar, didn’t point out anything obvious we’d
missed;
Strongly suggested that we use a network of radars positioned around the site rather than a wearable device;
May be an element of “this is our pet project that we know and love” when it comes to the radar – implications to work
through, e.g.:
Impact on what delivery/sales model looks like – site mapping, etc as a service;
Is this problematic in a construction site where wall, etc change, and plant moves about?
Depending on how it’s set up, potentially risks moving into “too much/too detailed surveillance” territory;
These could be battery powered although this is dependent on the rate of scanning – Bluetooth scans, say, every 15
seconds and is only accurate to around 1-3m (not a good solution in their eyes);
Site mapping would be required to determine the number of nodes – this would be part of the service provided with the
devices;
Radar node would cover a conical area of around 30m;
Suggested £5 per node per month;
Radar cannot pass through metal walls but can distinguish a human from other moving surroundings – making it
possible to alert staff of a 2m breach in real-time, presumably distinguish other feature e.g. layout of the area;
They are cynical of current solutions, suggesting an 18month project with £1m budget ideally input by the government
or large corporation combined with Innovate UK;
If Strathclyde were to be involved their standard is a 30% take home;
It is key that we manage client expectations, but keen that we are an SME;
Our next move is to contact Stuart Simpson at Beringar – they have deployed a similar Radar system in hospitals to help
track key assets;
https://www.beringar.co.uk/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/stuart-simpson-b887654b/?originalSubdomain=uk
Current solutions of UWB wearables are plausible but still require a long development process, would be powered by
radio frequency;
Rules out some of our shortlist: Ultrasonic, Infrared etc not suitable for on-site due to reflective tendencies, too many
signals to have a streamlined and accurate system;
Highlighted Notes for your particular attention:
They are cynical of current solutions being carried out so quickly.
Emphasised that this is not a trivial problem (hence their scepticism of other ‘solutions’ popping up – however, bear in
mind that they are buried in very high-tech cutting edge stuff all the time, and may dismiss a simpler solution too
easily…), and to be done properly, needs budget/timescale to match – beware of developing a product which may not
be needed by the time it comes out.
The likely direction of this project is into substantial development and larger scale, possibly with Beringar, Strathclyde, a
File: WJM-1137-001233 Sensor Technology Matrix.xlsx
Sheet: 5. Radar Solution (Strathclyde)
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Combinations of sensors?
Does anything rule this type out?
Appropriate for construction site?

List sensor types?

How?

Who?

sensor medium eg sound/ radio/light

What kit required to process/record?
Who can see the data?

What data do I need and what will I do with
it?

Why?

Person (any)
Person (specific)

Everyone has to wear one
ID info needs to be transmitted

Required range

Sensor Profiling

Distance
Required accuracy
What am I trying to sense?

Implications of environment?

What environment?

Where?

What?

Proximity of person

Direction?
Location?

Obstacles, e.g. walls, eqpt

Needs base stations/anchors
So how do I tell the difference?

What am I not trying to sense?
Other similar signals (interference)

So how do I tell the difference?

Codes/IDs?

Meeting Notes from Sensor Expert Consultation

09:30 Zoom Meeting with University of Strathclyde Sensor Experts from the Department of
Electronic and Electrical Engineering.
4cE Attendees: Susie Morton and Jo Wilson

They are both currently working on distributed environment technology – essentially
collecting and processing data using sensors, especially Radar, for use in activities involving
the Internet of Things and Data Analytics.
•

Seemed happy that my work so far was comprehensive – apart from radar, didn’t point out
anything obvious we’d missed;

•

Strongly suggested that we use a network of radars positioned around the site rather than a
wearable device;

•

May be an element of bias when it comes to the radar – implications to work through, e.g.:
- Impact on what delivery/sales model looks like – site mapping, etc as a service;
- Is this problematic in a construction site where wall, etc change, and plant moves
about?
- Depending on how it’s set up, potentially risks moving into “too much/too detailed
surveillance” territory;

•

These could be battery powered although this is dependent on the rate of scanning –
Bluetooth scans, say, every 15 seconds and is only accurate to around 1-3m (not a good
solution in their eyes);
Site mapping would be required to determine the number of nodes – this would be part of
the service provided with the devices;
Radar node would cover a conical area of around 30m;
Suggested £5 per node per month;
Radar cannot pass through metal walls but can distinguish a human from other moving
surroundings – making it possible to alert staff of a 2m breach in real-time, presumably
distinguish other feature e.g. layout of the area;
They are cynical of current solutions, suggesting an 18month project with £1m budget ideally
input by the government or large corporation combined with Innovate UK;
If Strathclyde were to be involved their standard is a 30% take home;
It is key that we manage client expectations, but keen that we are an SME;

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Our next move is to contact novel Sensor Technology Company contact – they have
deployed a similar Radar system in hospitals to help track key assets;

•

Current solutions of UWB wearables are plausible but still require a long development
process, would be powered by radio frequency;

•

Rules out some of our shortlist: Ultrasonic, Infrared etc not suitable for on-site due to
reflective tendencies, too many signals to have a streamlined and accurate system;

Highlighted Notes for your particular attention:
•
•

They are cynical of current solutions being carried out so quickly.
Emphasised that this is not a trivial problem (hence their scepticism of other ‘solutions’
popping up – however, bear in mind that they are buried in very high-tech cutting edge stuff
all the time, and may dismiss a simpler solution too easily…), and to be done properly, needs
budget/timescale to match – beware of developing a product which may not be needed by
the time it comes out.

•

The likely direction of this project is into substantial development and larger scale, possibly
with small sensor technology company, Strathclyde, a large corporate who may be interested
and Innovate UK.
Definite impression that they thought requirement for something like this is real.

•

Notes from IoT Webinar on 3rd June 2020:

IoT webinar hosted by John Mackenzie:
•
•

•

General structure involved a couple of use cases from the users and the IoT
providers and then a Q&A session.
Boston Networks x IoT Scotland (Sue Kee was the rep) are providing free of charge
access to their LoRaWan network for covid-19 projects, interested in prox sensing
possibilities.
Jim Cockram, business development manager at CENSIS, presented on IoT 2 Go; a
product that can be loaned out on trial for setting up IoT for a project or space and
then can be tailored to suit the user needs, provides a user-friendly dashboard and
generally aiming to demystify IoT and increase use cases.

Notes from i-Con Innovation Platform, 4th June 2020:
A few of the profiles from the iCon innovation matchmaking that looked interesting:
•

First here is the one from Alice Cook from LetsBuild who has contacted Roddy, https://icon.b2match.io/participants/112#201628 . They provide a platform for real-time data
monitoring and communication between site and office.

•

So Connect have experience in wearable tech and data collection and are posting about
internet connectivity on sites.

•

There are a variety of IoT solutions being posted including Intense IT ltd for Covid workplace
risk management simulations.

•

Another Strathclyde one from Marcus Perry (Senior Lecturer at Strath) who has expertise in
developing sensors for the construction industry.
Finally, there is another ad out there from National Manufacturing Institute Scotland who
are creating a prox sensor that fits into a high vis vest - they're looking for a development
partner.

•

